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A linearized version of General Relativity is constructed by first postulating a simple field 
equation in the Lorentz Gauge.  Equations of motion are obtained by assuming that 
particles are the limiting case of wavepackets of some linear wave equation.  Seeking a 
dispersion relation, it is discovered that these waves travel in geodesics of a metric that 
was “perturbed” slightly to accommodate the gravitational redshift.  Applying this 
linearized theory to the special case of a static gravitational field uncovers the fact that this 
perturbed metric violates Euclidean geometry.  

I.I.I.I.     A A A A CCCConcept oncept oncept oncept MMMMapapapap    andandandand    two two two two ““““approachesapproachesapproachesapproaches””””    to to to to General RelatiGeneral RelatiGeneral RelatiGeneral Relativityvityvityvity    
 The concept map of figure 1 depicts two approaches to the theory of General 
Relativity1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5  This paper emphasizes a “linearized approach” that occupies the 
lower right-hand portion of the map.  Though I hope readers will find this approach 
interesting, I hesitate to recommend it for an introductory course on General 
Relativity.6  Such a course should instead focus on some version of the “traditional 
approach”, as depicted in the box labeled Riemannian Calculus.  The student, confronted 
with this strange but useful calculus, faces a notation that seems alien to those who 
learned vector calculus through expressions such as, ∇∇∇∇2222ФФФФ, ∇×A∇×A∇×A∇×A, or ∇∇∇∇∙A∙A∙A∙A.  Furthermore, it 
can be disconcerting to realize that much of calculus had been learned by visualizing 
concepts under the false premise of Euclidean geometry.  Nevertheless, any solid 
introductory course in General Relativity must face these challenges, because 
Riemannian calculus is essential to General Relativity. 
 Even this map’s version of the traditional approach should not be construed as a 
literal course outline, because it is not necessary to derive equations of motion from the 
variational principle.  Geodesics can be defined by setting the path length, ∫dτ, to an 
extremum so that the variation vanishes: δ∫dτ=0.   Geodesics are the “straight lines” of 
Euclidean geometry, and the “great circles” on the surface of a sphere.  The rank-2 
metric tensor, BCD, stipulates a generalized “distance” between two neighboring points7 
in space-time: FGH  = IJKCBCDJKD . But one can also use the directional derivative to 
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obtain equations of motion.  The result , KM N = IΓ    µQ
R xS µxS Q, is reminiscent of Newton’s 

second law, TU V KM U = IWUX V IWX WKU⁄  .   Here dots denote differentiation with 
respect to proper time, KS C V  FKC/FG.  The motive for this emphasis on the variational 
principle will become clear when we explore the linearized approach, and point out that 
the variational principle is a direct consequence of the fact that particles can be viewed 
as wavepackets.8 ,9 
 As is customary in General Relativity, Latin letters are summed from 1 to 3, and 
Greek letters from 0 to 3. To keep the equations as familiar as possible, conventional 
and space-time variables, are treated as identical and interchangeable: (t,  rrrr) V 
(t,  x,  y,  z) V (x0 ,  x1 ,  x2  x3)   Our units are such that, _ = ` = a , where G is the 
gravitational constant.  In these units, the static gravitational potential must be 
sufficiently small, V<<1, in order for the “weak” field limit commonly associated with 
linearized General Relativity to be valid.  At a distance, r, outside a spherical mass, 
V=IM/r.  Strictly speaking, _ has no role in this theory, and may be taken as any small 
constant that causes wavepackets to act as particles.   
 With so many constants set equal to unity, we find that frequency-wavenumber 
equals the Hamiltonian-conjugate momentum of classical mechanics.10  This can be 
turned to advantage because the concepts should be viewed as interchangeable.  It is 
important that frequency-wavenumber, Kα =(Iω, kkkk) V (Iω, k1 ,k2, k3), be written in 
covariant (subscripted) form.  The minus sign on the frequency (Hamiltonian) ensures 
that a plane wave takes on the form,  exp(gh ∙ i I gωj) = exp (gklξl) , where ξl = Δxo 
must be used, because in General Relativity, the space-time coordinate, xo, is not a rank-
1 tensor (4-vector), while the differential, Δxo, is.   
 The geodesic postulate of the traditional approach is beautifully elegant, but also 
troubling:  The fact that one can make a simple postulate with deep mathematical 
implications does not imply that one must.  This paper makes no attempt to establish 
that Einstein’s relativity is the only possible correct theory, or even the simplest theory 
that fits experimental evidence.  But, perhaps some of the longing some students feel for 
“a simpler theory” can be alleviated, if the same result can be reached via an approach 
that strives to downplay the role of metric and intrinsic curvature.   
 Those not fluent with Riemannian calculus may find this linearized approach more 
accessible.  Christoffel’s connection coefficients are mentioned, but not required for the 
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calculation, except to justify approximations. The covariant (subscripted) nature of 
frequency-wavenumber is established by analogy with a crystal lattice in solid state 
physics.  The most complicated tensor that requires actual evaluation is rank-2 and 
diagonal.  Even Hamilton’s canonical equations of motion are provided with a simple 
derivation.  As depicted in the map, the linearized approach fails to recover the advance 
of the perihelion of Mercury’s orbit, which requires a higher order theory.   But the 
linearized approach does capture the anomalous deflection of light by the Sun.  And this 
can establish Euclidean geometry to be false in the physical universe.11   
 The box in the map labeled, b = 1, refers to a pesky parameter that equals unity if 
and only if the linearized approach recovers a well known version of Einstein’s 
linearized theory.  Most readers are invited to accept, b=1, based on experimental 
evidence concerning the deflection of light by the Sun’s gravity.  For the “purist”, a 
theoretical argument is also presented in Appendix B. 
 The roles of a priori assumptions and consequences are largely reversed between 
the traditional and linearized approaches.  This permits a fresh look at General 
Relativity that may help resolve unanswered questions.  For example, what is it about 
gravity that requires such an exotic and alien metric?  Here, the answer seems to 
involve the gravitational redshift of light. Both approaches (linearized and traditional) 
rely heavily on Non-Relativistic Particle Motion, as reflected by the two arrows flowing 
out of that box in the concept map.   An essential ingredient of Newton’s theory is that 
the path of a particle is independent of mass.  The two approaches incorporate this fact, 
but in entirely different ways.  
 The linearized approach has two starting points.  The first is labeled, Simple Field Equation: 
∂α∂αФ µ ν= I16πTµ ν  , and relates a tensor field, Фµ ν , to a source, Tµ ν .  Although I “postulated” 
this field equation with a priori knowledge of its existence in linearized relativity, it is a natural 
and obvious “guess” given that similar field equations exist in electrostatics, and 
electromagnetism.12  The factor I16π is an arbitrary constant, chosen to conform to 
conventional expressions in linearized relativity.  Any non-zero constant would recover 
essentially the same theory.   The other starting point for the linearized approach is the 
redshift of light, which must be constructed from physical arguments.  (In contrast, the 
traditional approach derives this redshift as a consequence of the theory.)    
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 The use of physical arguments in a theory as mathematically abstract as General Relativity 
is always problematical.13 ,14  Fortunately, we have two physical arguments that independently 
yield the same formula for a shift in the frequency of light.  Both arguments involve a static 
gravitational field, where the difference in gravitational potential obeys the weak field 
condition associated with linearized relativity, ΔX u 1.  One argument involves the mimicking 
of gravity by acceleration in an empty universe.  Imagine a laser aimed at an observer while 
both are at rest.  Now turn the laser on, while both observer and source simultaneously 
undergo identical accelerations along the axis defined by the laser and observer.  Because of 
the time-delay between emission by the source and absorption by the observer, the observer 
will be travelling at a different speed than the laser was when it emitted the photon.  Hence the 
observer will perceive a different frequency.  At non-relativistic speeds, the time delay 
between emission and absorption is, Δj = F ` = F⁄ , where c is the speed of light and d is the 
distance between laser and observer.  If the rate of acceleration is T, this time-delay causes the 
observers speed differ from that of the source by Δv = TΔj = TF.  The non-relativistic Doppler 
shift in frequency for light is, Δx x⁄ = yv = yTF, depending on the direction of the 
acceleration.  Taking T to be the acceleration of gravity, the change in gravitational potential is 
therefore, ΔX = TF. Thus, the mimicking of gravity by acceleration shifts frequency by xΔX.  
The same result can be obtained by energy conservation.  The change in mass associated with 
photon absorption or emission obeys, z`H = _x.  In our units, this mass, the photon’s 
frequency, and energy all equal to, x.  The Newtonian potential energy (“mgh”) for a photon is 
therefore xX.  Apparently the photon provides this energy by losing frequency.  Hence, 
Δx = IxX.    
 This redshift raises great complications when one considers an important fact about 
linear wave equations: If the coefficients do not exhibit explicit time dependence, then 
solutions oscillate as, exp(Iiωt), where ω is a constant of motion.  Consider a static 
gravitational field, such as one might experience while standing on a planet.  Take 
Schrödinger’s equation, gW|} = I ~

H W�W�} � X}, as perhaps the most familiar example 
of a linear wave.  If the potential is static, then W|X V WX/Wj = 0, and solutions vary in 
time as, exp(Iiωt).  How can a wave exhibit a constant, ω, and still undergo a shift in 
frequency?   The proposed solution to this conundrum involves will ultimately force the 
linearized approach  to abandon Euclidean geometry. 
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 In order to incorporate the gravitational redshift, it is postulated that t does not 
denote true time.  It is tempting to view this as a conventional change of variables, from 
what one might call “actual time”, t*, to the timelike variable, j = j(j�, K�, ��, ��) .  But 
this view is entirely wrong.  Any so-called “actual” space and time variables associated 
with flat Minkowski space (t*,  x*,  y*,  z*)  are just as fictitious as are Cartesian 
variables (x*,  y*) on the surface of a globe.  A charming aspect of this linearized 
approach is that the nonexistence of global Minkowskian variables (t*,  x*,  y*,  z*)  
need not be established at the beginning, provided one avoids using them.  The reader 
is permitted to “pretend” that space-time is flat, as the theory is constructed.  As is the 
case on a globe, Minkowskian coordinates are permitted within a small local 
neighborhood.  Hence the differentials (∆t*,  ∆x*,  ∆y*,  ∆z*)  do exist, and will be used 
often.   
 Let ,∆t* , be the perceived time as experienced by an observer in a static 
gravitational field, and let, ∆tV∆x0 , be the corresponding interval of the time-like 
variable, used to express the field and wave equations.  As a stationary observer counts 
oscillations of this wave, the corresponding advance in phase obeys, 

x� ∆j� = x ∆j 
  (1) 
This will permit the perceived frequency, x�, to exhibit a redshit while x remains a 
constant of motion as the photon rises against the gravitational field.  As stated in the 
concept map, will result in a “perturbation of the metric”.   
 To summarize, by attempting to construct a theory of gravity in which the metric 
does notnotnotnot play a unique and remarkable role, the linearized approach recovers the weak-
field limit of Einstein’s theory.  In doing so it makes a convincing case that gravity 
possesses some property that connects it so intimately with the metric.  The step that 
seems to force this issue is the redshift of light.  One can only imagine the havoc that 
would be wreaked upon electrodynamics , if the photon were discovered to have even 
the smallest amount of electric charge.   
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II.II.II.II. Why frequencyWhy frequencyWhy frequencyWhy frequency----wavenumber iswavenumber iswavenumber iswavenumber is    covariant  covariant  covariant  covariant  (subscripted) (subscripted) (subscripted) (subscripted)     
 In a graduate-level course in plasma physics, circa 1980, professor Allan Kaufman 
wrote the following on the board, stating without proof that they could model the 
penetration of microwaves into a thermonuclear plasma:   

FKU

Fj = Wx
Wj , F�U

Fj = I Wx
WKU  , Fx

Fj = Wx
Fj  . 

  (2) 
The implication was that allallallall linear waves exhibit wavepacket solutions that obey these 
Hamiltonian (or canonical) equations of motion, in the eikonal limit of sufficiently short 
wavelength and high frequency.  Goldstein’s text on classical mechanics establishes the 
converse: For any classical Hamiltonian, there is an associated linear wave equation10.   
Although I know of no proof, I strongly suspect that (2) holds for wavepackets of any 
linear wave, with few or no exceptions, in the eikonal limit. 
 General Relativity is one of many topics in physics, for which a wavepacket 
interpretation of (2) seems to facilitate a deeper understanding.   I recall being puzzled 
by each of the following questions when I was an undergraduate physics major: 

1. Why does FFFF = md2rrrr/dt2 involve the second derivative (and not, e.g., the third)? 
2. Why do classical particles obey a variational principle? 
3. Why do Bloch wave functions in a periodic lattice possess an effective mass? 

I pondered the first question briefly as a freshman, and the other two questions arose in 
later years, as I was beginning to realize that such questions often lead nowhere.  
Nevertheless, it is always interesting when such questions do have answers. 
 My best answer to the third question is worth mentioning, because it involves both 
the converse to Goldstein’s assertion, as well as some simple arguments that any 
physics student should be able to grasp.  Since Block waves are described by a 
dispersion relation, one could use (2) to conclude that electrons often move as if they 
had a different “effective” mass.  But is it true that wavepackets of allallallall linear waves obey 
(2) in the eikonal limit?  Wienberg’s proved applies to wavepackets of coupled partial 
differential equations.8  As the title of his article suggests, Weinberg did not claim to 
prove this for all plasma waves, because not all linear plasma waves are 
hydrodynamic15,16.  Bloch wavefunctions17 in a periodic lattice experience strong short-
range potentials that also violate the assumptions used by Weinberg.   
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 Fortunately, there are at least three simple cases where (2) is verified for any wave 
that exhibits linear superposition and interference.18  Nothing else about the underlying 
wave equation is assumed.  The simplest occurs in one-dimension, and when frequency 
is invariant: Take the differential, dω = 0 = (∂ω/∂x)dx�(∂ω/∂k)dk, and divide both 
sides by dt.  Then use the easily proven fact that, ∂ω/∂x, is group velocity to obtain, 
dk/dt=I∂ω/∂x.   
 To answer the second question, all particle motion governed by Hamiltonian 
equations (2), will also obey a variational principle.10  Hence, both the “traditional” and 
the “linearized” approaches to General Relativity are equally strong in postulating 
either a Hamiltonian, or variational principle.  The two postulates are equivalent, but 
incorporated differently in the two approaches.  In the traditional approach, the concept 
of path length (and associated variational principle) is essential to Riemannian calculus.  
Since the metric is taken to be a fundamental field in this approach, the postulate that 
particles follow geodesics of this metric is natural.  In the linearized approach, we must 
seek out a dispersion relation.  In both approaches, the ultimate justification for the 
nature of particle motion is the existence of a quantum wave equation analogous to 
Schrödinger’s.   
 The first, and most naïve of these three questions, concerns Newton’s theory of 
motion, and can be answered using a non-relativistic argument.  Reference 9 analyzes 
the spreading of wavepackets for dispersion relations of the form, ω=kn , and concludes 
that, n = 2, in free space.  If the only possible non-relativistic free-particle dispersion 
relation is ω=Ak2 , then the simplest possible wave equation for a non-zero potential is 
probably, ω=Ak2�Bφ .  Schrodinger’s equation and its classical limit follow.   
 There is yet another reason to view particles as wavepackets in General Relativity.  
Although one could view (Iω, kkkk) as Hamiltonian-momentum, Riemannian calculus 
naturally yields two vector fields that link (Iω, kkkk) directly to frequency-wavenumber.  
One of these vectors describes location, or displacement, and is a contravariant vector, 
meaning that its components are written with superscripts.  The other vector field 
involves the gradient, which acting upon a plane wave, will generate wavenumber: 
���h∙� = gh��h∙�.  In four dimensions, the gradient generates frequency-wavenumber.  
This vector is covariant (subscripted).    
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 A wavepacket is a function of the form, ψ=A(rrrr,t)exp(ikkkk⋅r⋅r⋅r⋅rIiωt), where the envelope, 
A(rrrr,t),  is a localized function with constant phase.  The localization of the envelope, 
A(rrrr,t) must be sufficiently small, so that we effectively treat the wavepacket as a 
particle.  Yet, the wavepacket must be sufficiently large in extent that it contains many 
wavelengths.  Such a wavepacket is sketched in Figure 2, with five dotted lines that 
represent crests in a region of space where they are of relatively large amplitude.  
Hence the wavepacket is about five wavelengths long, which by Heisenberg’s 
uncertainty principle is marginially sufficient to localize momentum in k-space. 
 The wavepacket of Figure 2 is placed within an anisotropic lattice structure, as one 
might encounter in a crystal.  The vector, � = ����~ � ����H, represents a small 
displacement about some local origin.   The lower right corner shows part of a “net” that 
can facilitate the labeling of ions with contravariant (superscripted) coordinates. The 
point (4, 2) shaded.  The lattice structure exhibits a gentle inhomogeniety.  There is 
virtually no loss of generality if the this inhomogeniety is small on a scale where the 
coordinates  advance by one unit.  This permits us to define a coordinate basis vector as 
approximately one “step”, in which a variable advances by one unit, ��� V W� WK�⁄ � ∆�, 
where ∆K�=1.   
 Figure 2 is a two dimensional analog that permits visualization of a simple, 2-
dimensional version of Riemannian curvature, if one imagines that the net is placed 
over a smooth but uneven surface.  The figure can also describe an actual coordinate 
system in space-time.  Imagine that the net is three dimensional, and that the 
connecting strands, and circles, are essentially massless.  There is no need for a 
simultaneous set of clocks at the circles, because the observer of this “universe” could 
use a single local clock to record the time-like coordinate for each event, which the 
observer presumably could see occur adjacent to one of the circles.  (It should be noted 
that  this paper does not label space-time in this fashion.) 
 It is instructive to appreciate the consequence of using non-orthogonal basis vectors 
when attempting to take inner products, but also note the elegance of a notation that 
automatically sums repeated indices and permits the metric to raise and lower indices: 
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� ∙ � = (����~ � ����H) ∙ (����~ � ����H) = � ����� ∙ ����U
H

�,U�~
= ��B�U�U = ����  

  (3) 
This can define the metric tensor as, B�U = �� ∙ ��.  The simplest non-trivial metric is 
associated with polar coordinates on a flat plane:  ∆s2=∆r2�r2∆θ2.  The associated 2×2 
tensor is diagonal:  g i j= diag(1,r2) .  
 The directions, but not magnitudes, of an entirely different pair of basis vectors are 
also shown in Figure 2.  These are sometimes called the dual basis, and describe 
wavenumber:  h = ���~ � ���H, where,  �� V �K� ,    and the gradient is defined below.19  
Though the coordinate system is not orthogonal, the basis vectors are mutually 
orthogonal: �� ∙ ���= 1, if   = ¡ ; otherwise it vanishes.  This permits the inner product 
to take on the simple form associated with orthogonal coordinates: kkkk∙∙∙∙ξξξξ = k jξ j .  In the 
example of Fig. 2, the displacement, � = ���1 � ���3, pierces exactly one wavelength.  
Therefore, k j ξ j  = I2π, The magnitude is also intuitive: k = (k j k j)1/2 = 2π/λ, where the 
wavelength, λ, is the distance between two crests (dotted lines) in the figure.   
  In four dimensions, frequency-wavenumber is the (subscripted) covariant form, Kα 
= (Iω, k1 ,k2, k3).  The perturbation of the metric will force curvilinear coordinates 
upon the theory.  Nevertheless, we may always write a plane wave in the familiar form, 
exp(ikkkk⋅⋅⋅⋅∆rrrrIiω∆t)= exp(iKαξα) .  But in a perturbed metric, the (superscripted) 
contravariant components, KαVgα βKβ , will no longer represent frequency and 
wavenumber.  Appendix B shows that Kα does have physical meaning, however. 
 The free particle Hamiltonian/dispersion relation can be expressed in one of three 
equivalent ways.  Two are: 

xH = zH � �H 
zH � kl¥lNkN = 0 

  (4ab) 
The third utilizes diagonal 4×4 Minkowskian metric, 

¥lN = ¥lN = FgTB(I1,1,1,1), 
  (5) 
to obtain, zH � klkl = 0, an expression that will later be shown to hold, even in the 
nonlinear case of General Relativity.   Writing the coordinate variables as, 
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xα=(x0, x1, x2, x3) = (t, x, y, z)=(t, rrrr), the proper time, ∆τ, between two events accessible 
by a particle travelling at or less than the speed of light is, 

IdτH = dKlBlNdKN = Idj�H � dK�H � d�H� � d��H ¦ 0 , 
  (6) 
where the asterisks (*) remind us that these are Cartesian variables that properly 
measure distance and time, but can only be defined locally. 

III.III.III.III. Gradients in Riemannian CalculusGradients in Riemannian CalculusGradients in Riemannian CalculusGradients in Riemannian Calculus    
  The postulated linearized field equation, ∂α∂αΦµν=I16πTµν, must be reexamined 
when the perturbation of the metric, alluded to at (1), is achieved.  Fortunately, this 
field equation remains unchanged in a first-order theory.  The purpose of this section is 
to show the reader not yet proficient in Riemannian calculus why this is so.   
 Again it is helpful to illustrate principles in two dimensions.  Using either a rotation 
matrix, or simply plotting simple points such as (1, 0) and (1, 1) it easily verified that 
the following transformation, 

K = K¨ � �©
√2       � = K¨ I �©

√2  
  (7) 
is equivalent to a rotation of coordinates by 90 degrees.  Partial derivatives in these 
coordinates are found using the chain rule.  Let φ= φ(x,y) be any scalar function, and 
use the chain rule to obtain, for example, 

W«
WK¨ = W«

WK
Wx
WK¨ � W«

W�
Wy
WK¨ = 1

√2 ¬W«
WK � W«

W�  
  (8) 
A second application of the chain rule yields the two identities, 

WH«
WK©W�© = WH«

WKH I WH«
W�H  

   
WH«
WK©H � WH«

W�©H = WH«
WKH � WH«

W�H  
  (9ab) 
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In spite of “symmetric” appearances, the operator, WH/WKW� V W®¯ , is not symmetric (or 
invariant) under rotation of coordinates.  Since free space is assumed to have isotropic 
symmetry, the operator W®¯ is not likely to appear in a fundamental two-dimensional 
field theory.  On the other hand, W®H � WH̄ V W�W�, does possess the required invariance.  
This is why the “del” operator,�, is so useful. 
 In the Riemannian calculus of General Relativity, the gradient is: 

� V ��Wl = � ��  W/WKl
°

l�±
   . 

  (10) 
In an “empty universe”, gravity and hence curvature are absent.  Hence, we can use the 
‘flat’ Minkowskian coordinate system, and this operator guarantees invariance under 
both rotation, as well as Lorentz transformations.  In General Relativity, the invariance 
is even greater – all coordinate transforms are included, a fact that will be exploited in 
Sec. VII.   
 Let φ, AAAA====     eeee ββββ     Aβ , and µ́ =     eeee ββββ     eeee γγγγQβ γ , be arbitrary scalar, vector, and tensor fields, 
respectively.  Operate on each with the differential operator to obtain, �«, �¸ =
��Wl���� ¹N�, and    �º»¼½ = ��Wl���� ��¾ ´N¿�, respectively: 

�« V ��Wl«   
�¸ = ����� Wl¹N  � ¹NÀ��Wl��� Á 

�º»¼½ = ����� ��¾  Wl´N¿  � ��´ À�Wl��� ���� Á � ��´N¿ À��� Wl��� Á 
   (11abc) 
 A few comments are in order:  First, all terms inside the curly brackets, {  }, 
represent derivatives of basis vectors.   Second, we see that differentiation increases the 
rank of a tensor.  Third, it was necessary to change indices, e.g. from, A=eA=eA=eA=e ααααAα , to 
A=eA=eA=eA=e ββββAβ , in order to avoid conflict with the summed index, α, of the differential 
operator, eeee αααα∂α .   
 The terms in the curly brackets in (11bc) are called connection coefficients, and are 
not necessarily related to Riemannian curvature.  They appear in expressions for ∇×A∇×A∇×A∇×A, 
or ∇∇∇∇∙A∙A∙A∙A in cylindrical and spherical coordinates, for example.   One of the great triumphs 
of Riemannian calculus, is that Christoffel’s connection coefficients can be calculated 
from the metric.  One example will suffice, stated without proof: 
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�¸ = ÄWN¹l  � Γ  ÅR  l ¹¿Æ�����. 
  (12) 
 From the box labeled Riemannian Calculus in the concept map, we see that the 
connection coefficients involve first derivatives of the metric.  If the coordinate system 
is sufficiently close to a flat Minkowskian space, then derivatives of Aβ, and Qβγ are 
approximately ∂αAβ, and ∂αQβγ, respectively, because connection coefficients appear as 
products of two first order terms (e.g., the product of Aµ and Γ  ÅR  l ).  Such terms are 
second order and can therefore be neglected in a linearized theory of gravity.  
 A useful rule of thumb is that if Riemannian calculus is handled skillfully, basis 
vectors are almost never written explicitly.  This permits one to freely and quickly 
interchange the various expressions tensors such asQαβ, Qαβ= gαδQδβ, or Qαβ= gβδQαδ.  
But skill at Riemannian calculus does not come easily.  Consider for example, the 
differential of a vector, which has the merit of not raising the rank.  Let ¹l =
¹l(K±, K~, KH, K°) be a vector field, and consider two entirely different differentials that 
results from evaluating this field at two different places:  One describes how the 
components of the vector change, F¹l = �NWN¹l  , and is a simple application of the 
chain rule in the calculus of partial differentials.  The other differential requires that 
vectors at two different locations be compared as if they had identical basis vectors: 
Ç¹l =  F¹l � ΓRÅo ARξÅ.  Letting,  ¹l = FKl/FG along the particle’s path, this leads to the 
more direct derivation of geodesic motion alluded to in the second paragraph of Sec. I.  
These manipulations are difficult to learn, and even more difficult to fully grasp.  
Fortunately, much of the abstractness and complexity of Riemannian calculus is not 
required in this linearized approach to Relativity  

IV.IV.IV.IV. ConstrucConstrucConstrucConstructitititing ng ng ng the “Linearized Approach”the “Linearized Approach”the “Linearized Approach”the “Linearized Approach”    
 We begin in flat Minkowskian space with the postulated field equation and Lorentz 
gauge condition:   

WlWlΦµQ = I16πTµQ 
WCΦµQ = 0 

  (13ab) 
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From electrodynamics12, we know that a solution to (13a) is given by a Coulomb-like 
integral with ÈCD as the source:  ΦµQ = 4 ∫ÄTÉÊ|

µQ /ËÆF°K.  The source is evaluated at the 
retarded20 time, TÉÊ|

µQ (j) = ÈµQ(j I Ë). 
 The energry-momentum stress for a cold gas is ÈCD = ÌÍµÍQ, where ρ is mass 
density in the fluid’s reference frame and Íµ = FÏC/FG is the 4-velocity.21  A gas is cold 
if the atoms are in motion, but undergo no relative motion as they move.  Since, U = 
(1, 0, 0, 0), for a particle at rest, ÌÍµÍQ is the most obvious way to translate mass 
density into a rank-2 tensor.  The static case of motionless gravitating mass is calculated 
as follows: Since È±± = Ì is the only non-zero element, and the solution to (13a) is, 

ΦoR = diag(I4V, 0,0,0), 
  (14) 
where ∇HV = 4πρ, and V <<1 in the weak field limit.  The Minkowskian metric (5) 
permits us to raise and lower indices, provided we ignore higher order terms.  Hence to 
first order, Φ±± = Φ±± = I4X.  The trace (or contraction) is written with repeated 
indices, so that Ф=Фα α  = �4V .  Note that the trace of the Minkowskian metric is, η= 4  
 Next we find a dispersion relation, taking space-time to be Minkowskian, as we 
postpone the issue of metric and the gravitational redshift of light.  (When the metric is 
perturbed, it will emerge that this dispersion relation remains intact.)  Our search for 
an appropriate dispersion relation is facilitated by the fact that a particle’s path is 
independent of its mass.  This restricts the dispersion relation to an expression of the 
form: 

0 = zH � kl¥lNkN � Ñ~Φkl¥lNkN I ÑHklΦlNkN . 
  (15) 
The first two terms are the free-particle dispersion relation, and constants (Ñ~, ÑH) on 
the two first-order correction terms must be found to complete the theory.  To 
understand why only two terms need be included in (15), consider the free-particle 
relation, xH = zH � �H.  If the mass is doubled, while speed is kept constant, then each 
term increases by a factor of four.  Hence, all terms in the free-particle dispersion 
relation are quadratic in the variables (m, k, ω), and we expect the same for terms that 
are added as we to account for gravity.  Otherwise the influence of gravity on motion 
will become dependent on mass.   
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 Of these three quantities (m, k, ω), two of them (ω, k) will always appear together 
as frequency-wavenumber:  Kα V(Iω, kkkk).  Furthermore, we are at liberty to refrain from 
using the parameter, m,  because to first order in field strength, the 
approximation, zH � Ikl¥lNkN , is sufficient.   
 To contract a tensor is to take an inner product, or to sum two identical indices, one 
covariant (subscripted) and the other contravariant (superscripted).  The result is a 
tensor reduced in rank by two.  Hence, all terms in (15) contain two contractions of the 
rank-4 tensor, KKKK KKKK Φ»¼½.  The symmetry of, ΦlN = ΦNl, stipulates that there are only two 
ways to contract something like ΦÒÒkÒkÒ down to a rank-2 tensor.  These two 
possible contractions are shown in (15). 

V.V.V.V. Finding Finding Finding Finding three “easy”three “easy”three “easy”three “easy”    constraintsconstraintsconstraintsconstraints    and perturbing the metricand perturbing the metricand perturbing the metricand perturbing the metric    
 Two more constants will appear as part of the linearized theory, and with four 
unknown constants, we shall require four physical constraints.  Each constraint will 
yield a single equation, but only three of them are easily understood.  They are: 

1. Newtonian motion at low speeds in a static gravitational field. 
2. The gravitational redshift associated with the wave of a massless particle. 
3. The invariant speed of light (which equals unity in these units). 

A theoretical argument for the fourth constant is found in Appendix B.  But, the reader 
may choose to instead rely on experimental evidence concerning the deflection of light 
by the Sun’s gravity. 
 First we recover Newtonian motion by rewriting (15) in the static case.  Using 
Ф=4V , kl¥lNkN = IzH, and Ф00=I4V,  to obtain klΦlNkN = I4XxH, we have: 

xH = zH � �H I 4XÑ~zH � 4XÑHxH 
         = zH � �H � 4(ÑH I Ñ~)zHX � 4ÑH�HX 

  (16ab) 
The last step used the zeroth order approximation, xH � zH � �H, on a term that is 
already small (first order).  Newtonian motion is obtained by writing the Schrödinger’s 
dispersion relation, but with an extra constant term to include a particle’s rest energy.  
Fundamental constants equal to unity are temporarily inserted for clarification: 
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_x = z`H � 1
2z _H�H � zX 

x = z � 1
2z �H � zX. 

   (17ab) 
The first term on the RHS of (17) is much larger than the other two terms in the non-
relativistic limit (vH � � z⁄ u 1).  In a linearized theory, we also drop terms quadratic 
in the field strength, V.  The result is that when both sides of (17) are squared, the 
result, in the Newtonian limit, is: 

xH = zH � �H � 2zHX � ÓzTÔÔ j�ËzÓ 
  (18) 
Neglect4ÑH�HX in (16b) at low speeds, and compare with (18).  This establishes the 
first constraint on our four unknown constants:  

2ÑH I 2Ñ~ = 1. 
  (19) 
 Next we find the dispersion relation for light by letting rest-mass vanish in (16) to 
obtain, xH = �H(1 � 4XÑH).  This can be simplified using, V<<1, and the expansion, 
(1 � Õ)Ö � 1 � ×Õ, for small Õ:  

x
� = 1 � 2ÑHX. 

  (20) 
 This does not imply that ÑH = 0,  because the gravitational redshift introduces a 
perturbation of the metric.  Hence, (20) does not represent the perceived speed of light.  
In the static case, we perturb the metric by introducing two additional constants, Ñ°, 
and ÑØ: 

Fj� = (1 � Ñ°X)Fj 
FÓ� = (1 � ÑØX)FÓ, 

  (21ab) 
where FÓH V FKH � F�H � F�H.   Following the discussion at (1) we set , x� ∆j� =
x� (1 � Ñ°X)∆j = x ∆j.  Hence, to first order in field strength, (21) is equivalent to:   

x� = (1 I Ñ°X)x 
�� = (1 I ÑØX)�. 

  (22ab) 
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As discussed in Sec. I, the gravitational redshift is, Δx = IxX = x� I x.   From (22a) 
we have our second equation involving(Ñ~, ÑH, Ñ°, ÑØ ): 

Ñ° = 1. 
  (23) 
Our third physical constraint arises from the perceived speed of light, which must equal 
unity in our units: 

x�

�� = (1 I Ñ°X)
(1 I ÑØX) (1 � 2ÑHX) � 1 I Ñ°X � ÑØX � 2ÑHX = 1. 

  (24) 
Hence, 

Ñ° = 2ÑH � ÑØ. 
  (25) 
 The differentials (21ab) represent the metric perturbation in an unconventional 
fashion.  So, we square and drop terms in (21ab) that are quadratic in V to obtain:  

IFGH = IFj�H � FÓ�H = (I1 I 2Ñ°X)FjH � (1 � 2ÑØX)FÓH. 
   (26) 
To complete this perturbation of the metric, we must generalize from the static case to 
the dynamic case of gravitating masses in motion.  In a linearized (weak field) theory, it 
is conventional to take the new metric as almost Minkowskian, defining the metric 
perturbation, ÙlN , as follows: 

BlN = ¥lNÚ � ÙlN 
BlN = ¥Û

lN I ÙlN . 
  (27) 
Now, BlN and its inverse BlN , define the true metric.  In a first order theory, ÙlN <<1.  
The two Minkowskian metrics have constant coefficients, 

¥lNÚ = FgTB(I1,1,1,1) = ¥Û
lN ,  

  (28) 
but are neither truly constant tensors nor precisely equal to each to each other.  The 
approximation ¥µÛ � ¥µÚ  is sufficient everywhere in this paper, and the distinction is 
mentioned solely to keep (27) from seeming nonsensical: Riemannian calculus 
stipulates that, Aαβ�Bαβ=Cαβ if and only if Aαβ�Bαβ=Cαβ.   
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 Equation (26) is consistent with a diagonal metric that can be partitioned and 
multiplied as follows:   

IdτH = dKl�¥lN � ÙlN�dKN = ÜFj FKUÝ ÞI1 � Ù±± 0
0 1 � ÙUU

ß à Fj
FKUá 

= I(1 I Ù±±)FjH � (1 � Ù~~)FÓH . 
  (29) 
This is only valid in the static case.  But comparison with (26) establishes that 
h±± = I2b°V and and h~~ = hHH = h°° = 2bØV.  Since the static-case metric 
perturbation is linear in  static potential, V, we postulate that the dynamic metric 
perturbation is a linear combination of ΦoR and ΦηoR.  Using Ф=4V, Фαβ= diag(I4V, 0, 
0, 0), and ηαβ= diag(I1, 1, 1, 1), it is easily verified that, 
 

hoR = 1
2 (b° I bØ)ΦoR � 1

2 bØΦηoR , 
  (30) 
is the only linear combination of Φ»¼½ and ηµΦ that recovers (26) in the static case.  We 
therefore postulate (30) to hold in the dynamic case, but must also recognize the 
following consequence:  Equation (30) can be solved to express Φ»¼½ as a function of hµ.  
This permits us to consider the metric as the sole field that governs particle motion, and 
we are at liberty to “demote” Φ»¼½ to nothing more than a convenient expression involving 
the metric.  The traditional and linearized approaches are beginning to merge! 
 The fourth constraint is so problematical that we pause to consolidate our theory so 
that it contains a single unknown parameter, b, defined so that the ‘correct’ value is 
b=1.  Equations (19), (23), and (25) combine to yield: 

Ñ~ = Ñ
2,    ÑH = 1 � Ñ

2 ,   Ñ° = 1,   ÑØ = IÑ. 
  (31) 
Substitute into (30), and take the trace.  This yields, 2Ù = (1 I 3Ñ)Φ, and permits us to 
express the field in terms of the metric.  Hence: 
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ÙlN = ¬1 � Ñ
2  ΦlN I Ñ

2 Φ¥lN 

ãlN = ¬ 2
1 � Ñ ÙlN � 2ÑÙ

(1 � Ñ)(1 I 3Ñ) ¥lN . 
  (32ab) 
The linearized dispersion relation can be expressed either in terms of Φ»¼½ or hµ: 

0 = zH � kl¥lNkN � Ñ
2 Φkl¥lNkN I 1 � Ñ

2 klΦlNkN 
0 = zH � kl�¥lN I ÙlN�kN = zH � klkN . 

  (33ab) 
Equation (33b) exhibits remarkable simplicity for a dispersion relation describing 
wavepacket motion under the influence of gravity.  As one might guess, it represents 
geodesic motion, as is verified in Appendix A.   
 While Appendix B shows that, b = 1, is necessary to make the theory invariant 
under coordinate transformations, it is more illuminating to establish this from 
experimental evidence involving the deflection of light by the Sun.  The motion of light 
and particles, in the presence of a static gravitational field, is discussed in the next 
section. 

VI.VI.VI.VI. The The The The breakdown of Euclidean Geometrybreakdown of Euclidean Geometrybreakdown of Euclidean Geometrybreakdown of Euclidean Geometry    
 Here we derive equations of motion for the special case of a static field.  No 
assumption about the value of b is made, and we shall see that the breakdown of 
Euclidean geometry occurs whenever, Ñ ä 1.  We shall also see that b is closely related 
to the deflection of light directed perpendicular to gravity.  Hence, this section permits 
one to use experimental evidence concerning the deflection of light by the Sun to 
establish, Ñ � 1 (within experimental error).   
 From and (16b) and (31), the dispersion relation for a static field is 

x = åzH � �H � 2zHX � (2 � 2Ñ)�HX , 
  (34) 
Where, m=0, for light. Take the gradient with respect to kkkk to obtain the group velocity: 
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æ = F�
Fj = Wx

Wh = h
x (1 � 2X � 2ÑX) � h

x .    
  (35) 
The zeroth order approximation,    æ � h/x, may be used, but with care.  For example, 
upon taking the time derivative of (35) to obtain acceleration, we keep all terms that 
are first order in V.  Using dV/dt = æ ∙ �X, and taking the time derivative of (35) we 
obtain, 

ç = FH�
FjH � 1

x
Fh
Fj � h

x (2 � 2Ñ)æ ∙ �X . 
  (36) 
Note that, Fh Fj⁄  is also first order in field strength, 

Fh
Fj = I Wx

W� = I zH � �H � Ñ�H

x �X . 
  (37) 

This can be simplified using the zeroth order approximation, h � xæ � èzæ, where    
è = (1 I vH)~/H.  The result is, 

T = I(1 � ÑvH)�X � (2 � 2Ñ)ææ ∙ �X , 

  (38) 

where mass does not appear, as one would expect for a theory where a particle’s path does 
not depend on this parameter.  For light, we set v = 1. 
 The importance of metric and coordinate system in the interpretation of (38) cannot be 
overstated.  Consider, for example, a simple but non-physical example that is analogous to 
the parallel plate capacitor in electromagnetism.22  Without negative mass, we can have 
only one plate.  To maintain V<<1, consider a disk, and avoid fringing fields by assuming 
that we are very close to the center of the disk.  The disk is shown at the top of Figure 3.  
The two characters posing as sentient beings on each side of the disk are not drawn to 
scale.  By analogy with electrostatics, we have for  y>0: 

X = Tê� , 
  (39) 
where, 
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Tê = 2ëa ìTÓÓ
¹Ë�T � 9.8 z

ÓH, 
  (40) 
if the surface mass density of the “planet” is 2.34 × 10~± �B zH⁄ .  The diameter of this disk 
must be much less than one light-year, since 1 Tê = `H Tê � 10~í zî⁄ , in order to ensure 
that, V<<1, everywhere.   
 Even though the disk appears ‘flat’ in x-y coordinates, each observer perceives it to be 
concave, if b>1. The unit cubes that fill xyz space will not be perceived as cubes, since 
(21b) stipulates that the top lengths are shorter.  Such non-cubical blocks cannot fit snugly 
into a Euclidean universe.  If b=1, the radius of curvature is 1 Tê⁄ , or about one light year 
for Earth-like gravity.  Note that the linear theory breaks down just as the disk begins to 
curve into a sphere.   
 If (39) is substituted into (38), it is found that light directed horizontally in the x-
direction obeys, FH� FjH⁄ = I(1 � Ñ)Tê.  The so-called “anomalous” extra downward 
acceleration, IÑTê, represents the fact that the curved planet rises to meet the light.  
Consider a very simple analogy to horizontally directed light on earth.  Neglecting 
atmospheric refraction and the immeasurable gravitational deflection by Earth’s gravity, a 
horizontally directed beam of light would travel in a straight line.  But it would “rise” in 
altitude due to the fact that the Earth is spherical.  But this “rise” is entirely an artifact of a 
spherical coordinate system and the use of altitude to denote position. 
 Similarly, vertically directed light obeys, FH� FjH⁄ = (2 � 2Ñ)Tê. This so-called vertical 
“acceleration” simply ensures that the perceived speed of light remains constant: 
F�� Fj� = 1⁄ .  Hence both the “anomalous” deflection of horizontal light, as well as the 
upward “acceleration” of vertically directed light are artifacts of the coordinate system.  
The perceived motion of light is exactly what intuition would predict:  There is no change in 
speed if the light is directed parallel to gravity, and the light seems to accelerate downward 
as do all falling bodies if the light is directed horizontally.  A free-falling local observer will 
always observe light to be travelling in a straight line. 
 Euclidean geometry is valid if and only if b=1.  One can rigorously establish this by 
comparing the radius and circumference of a sphere of uniform mass density.  But Figure 3 
demonstrates the breakdown more directly.  If technological civilizations evolved 
independently on both sides of this “planet”, they might observe the deflection of light and 
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measure the bowel shaped curvature of the planet without discovering General Relativity.  
But the inhabitants of this planet would be surprised when they finally drilled holes though 
the “planet”, measured its thickness, and concluded that part of the universe is “missing”.  
Incidentally, this also illustrates the dangers of relying on intuitive or “physical” arguments 
in General Relativity.  Without a priori knowledge of Einstein’s relativity, one might invoke 
Euclid to construct a convincing (but false) physical argument that b must vanish. 
 Since this is a first order theory, we expect the equations of motion to represent first 
order corrections to uniform motion in an empty Minkowskian universe.  This is evident 
for the light, since solutions to (38) deviate only slightly from, � = �ï � æj, whenever, 
v = |æ| = 1.  But consider solutions to (38) the low-speed Newtonian limit, ç = I�X.  How 
can the Earth’s path around the Sun be nearly geodesic?  The answer is that the path 
through space-time of a non-relativistic (slow) particle is almost exclusively through the 
time-like coordinate, IFGH � IFjH.  The circular motion of a non-relativistic particle is 
merely a gentle helical “twist” in two spatial dimensions, of what is essentially a “straight-
line” through t. 

VII.VII.VII.VII. Curvature at Last!Curvature at Last!Curvature at Last!Curvature at Last!    
 Let us informally define “curvature” as something that vanishes in an empty (flat) 
universe, and stipulate that it must vanish under any transformation (change of 
variables) within this space.  We may transform to Cartesian-like variables, 
Kl� = (j�, K�, ��, ��), because they do exist in an empty universe.  Curvature must 
therefore vanish for all coordinate transformations: 

Kl� = ñl(K±, K~, KH, K°) V ñl(KN) 
  (41) 
Restricting ourselves to infinitesimal coordinate transformations, we consider 
transformations of the form: 

Kl� = Kl � �l 
  (42) 
Here, �l = �l(K±, K~, KH, K°) is a differential vector field that is sufficiently small that 
the coordinates Kl  and Kl�are nearly identical.23,24  Appendix B shows that the metric 
perturbation associated with this transformation is, 
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ÙlN = Wl�N � WN�l 
  (43) 
Equation (13a) suggests that the LHS of the field equation, WlWlΦµQ , involves second 
derivatives of the metric.  Hence we seek a rank-4 tensor of the form: 

´lN¿ò = � óÖ
í

Ö�~
Wô ôÙô ô . 

  (44) 
The symbol, ô, represents a place mark for one of the four indices, ( , ¡, è, õ), where 
each index is used one and only one time.  There are six terms in (44) because the 
combination of 4 objects taken 2 at a time is 4!/(2!2!)=6.  If curvature always vanishes 
in an empty universe, then ´lN¿ò = 0.   To find the six coefficients, Cn, we solve: 

0 = ó~WôôÙlN � óHWôôÙl¿�ó°WôôÙlò�óØWôôÙN¿�óöWôôÙNò�óíWôôÙò¿ 
  (45) 
It is not necessary to fill in the blanks on the Wô ô operator because those subscripts are 
uniquely deduced from the subscripts on Ùô ô. When (43) is substituted into (45), we 
obtain, 
0=ó~Wôôô�l � ó~Wôôô�N � óHWôôô�l � óHWôôô�¿ � ó°Wôôô�l � ó°Wôôô�ò �
                       óØWôôô�N � óØWôôô�¿ � óöWôôô�N � óöWôôô�ò � óíWôôô�ò � óíWôôô�¿ . 
  (46) 
Setting to zero the sum of all terms proportional to �l, implies that ó~ � óH � ó° = 0.  Three 
other equations are obtained in the same way: 0 = ó~ � óØ � óö = ó~ � óØ � óö = óH � óØ �
óí = ó° � óö � óí.  With 4 independent homogeneous linear equations in 6 unkowns, we have 
a 2 dimensional subspace of independent solutions.  After a bit of algebra all but ó~ and óH can 
be eliminated: ó° = Ió~ I óH;  óØ = Ió~ I óH;  óö = óH;  óí = ó~.  Writing  ´lN¿ò as a linear 
combination of two tensors we have an expression that must vanish in an empty universe: 

´lN¿ò = ó~´lN¿ò÷ � óH´lN¿òÚ  
  (47) 
where 

´lN¿ò÷ = WôôÙlN I WôôÙlò I WôôÙN¿ � WôôÙò¿  

´lN¿òÚ = WôôÙl¿ I WôôÙlò I WôôÙN¿ � WôôÙNò 
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  (48) 
Interchanging subscripts shows that both tensors are transposes of the linearized 
Riemann’s curvature tensor: ´lòN¿÷ = 2ølN¿òù�ÖÊúû, and ´lNò¿Ú = 2ølN¿òù�ÖÊúû, where 
ølN¿òù�ÖÊúû = Wèü ¡õ– Wõü ¡è, as can be verified from the concept map.   
 Though weak and primitive, this introduction to curvature does establish 
uniqueness:  In an empty universe, the only linear rank-4 tensor, that must vanish and 
involves second derivatives of the metric, is either linearized Riemann , or a transpose 
thereof. 

AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix    AAAA: : : : GeodesicsGeodesicsGeodesicsGeodesics    and Debroglie’s relations fromand Debroglie’s relations fromand Debroglie’s relations fromand Debroglie’s relations from    the dispersion the dispersion the dispersion the dispersion 
relation.relation.relation.relation.    
  The purpose of this section is to establish that two Lagrangians are equivalent.  One 
arises from classical Hamiltonian dynamics10, which we shall write as, ý = h ∙ æ I x, 
where the dispersion relation contains the metric: 0 = zH � klkl.  The other 
Lagrangian arises from the geodesic postulate1 and variational principle, õ ∫ FG = 0. To 
express this variation as an integral over the timelike variable, j V K±, write it as, 
∫ FG = ∫ þFj.   
 The dispersion relation can be expressed as,  � = 0 = zH � klBlNkN , where � is a 
function of eight variables: � = �(x, h, j, �).  Partial derivatives among these variables 
are obtained implicitly25:  F� =  0 = (W� W�~⁄ )F�~ � (W� W�H⁄ )F�H �  …   �
 (W� W��⁄ )F��, where �U  represent the eight variables. Hence, for g ä �, we have 
W�� W�U  =  I(W� W��⁄ )/(W� W�U⁄ )⁄ .  For example  

Wx
W�U

= I W� W�U⁄
W� Wx⁄ = I2BUlkl

I2B±lkl
= kU

k±. 

  (A1) 
From classical dynamics10, the Lagrangian obeys the variational principle, õ ∫ ýFj = 0.   
It is related to the Hamiltonian (frequency) by: 

ý = �U
Wx
W�U

I x = kUkU

k± � k± = I zH

k±  ,  

  (A2) 
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 Next consider the geodesic postulate associated with the traditional approach to 
General Relativity.  Let ∫ FG = ∫(FG Fj⁄ )Fj, so that, 

þ = FG
Fj = �I FKl

Fj BlN
FKN
Fj  . 

  (A3) 
The 16 terms in the sum can be grouped into 1 � 6�9 terms: 

IþH = FK±

Fj B±±
FK±

Fj � 2 FK±

Fj B±�
FK�

Fj � FK�

Fj B�U
FKU

Fj  
  (A4) 
Using FKU Fj⁄ = Wx W�U⁄ , and FK± Fj⁄ = 1, we have: 

IþH = B±± � 2B±�
kU

k± � k�

k± B�U
kU

k± = klBlNkN

(k±)H = I �z
k±�H

 
  (A5) 
Hence, ý = zþ, and the two Lagrangians are essentially the same. 
 Finally we obtain the physical meaning of the contravariant (superscripted) form of 
frequency-wavenumber.  From (2) and (A1) we have, FKl Fj⁄ = kl k±⁄ .  Hence, 

¬FG
Fj

H
= I FKl

Fj BlN
FKN

Fj = I kl

k± BlN
kN

k± = Iklkl
(k±)H  

  (A6) 
Hence, FG Fj⁄ = z k±⁄ . Inserting Plank’s constant, this can be written to formally 
resemble both of De Broglie’s relations: 

z FKl

FG = _kl . 
  (A7) 

Appendix B: Appendix B: Appendix B: Appendix B: Plausibility argumentPlausibility argumentPlausibility argumentPlausibility argument    that b=1that b=1that b=1that b=1    
 This “proof” that, b=1, is based on a simple and obvious fact:  a change of variables 
cannot create energy-momentum out of empty space.  The argument is marred by a 
mathematical difficulty associated with a potential that diverges at far from the origin 
and therefore violates the assumption of weak fields.  The discussion that ensues is not 
intended for the casual reader, and is included to establish that one could, in principle, 
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recover linearized General Relativity without appealing to experimental data 
concerning the deflection of light by gravity. 
 First we establish (43), which defines the metric for any infinitesimal coordinate 
transformation.  From (42) we take the differential and use the chain rule to first order, 
F�l = FKCWC�l 

FKl� = FKl � FKCWC�l 
  (B1) 
The metric perturbation is defined so that: 

IFGH = FKl�¥lN � ÙlN�FKN = �FKl � FKCWC�l�¥lN�FKN � FKDWD�N� 
  (B2) 
Hence, to first order,  

FKlÙlNFKN = FKl¥lNWD�NFKD � FKCWC�l¥lNFKN 
= FKlWD�l FKD � FKCWC�NFKN  

  (B3) 
Equation (43) results when the summed indices are interchanged:¡ � 	 on the first 
term on the LHS, and   � 
 on the second term. 
 Consider an empty universe in which Èµ vanishes everywhere.  Use (31b) to express 
the field equations (13ab) in terms of the perturbed metric: 

2
Ñ � 1 WlWl ¬ÙCD � ÑÙ

1 I 3Ñ ¥CD = 0 
2

Ñ � 1 WC ¬ÙCD � ÑÙ
1 I 3Ñ ¥CD = 0 

  (B4ab) 
Use (43) to generate the identities,  WCÙCD = WCWC�D � WCWD�C, and Ù = 2Wl�l , so that 
the gauge condition (B4b) implies: 

WH�C = WlWl�C = 1 I Ñ
3Ñ I 1 WCWN�N = 1 I Ñ

3Ñ I 1 WC(W ∙ �) 
  (B5) 
To avoid excessive indices, it is helpful to write WlWl as WH, and WN�Nas (W ∙ �). 
Substitute this into(B4a), and the field equation becomes: 

2
Ñ � 1 WlWl �WC�D � WD�C � 2Ñ¥CD

1 I 3Ñ WN�N� = 0 
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  (B6) 
Note that, WlWl VWH, commutes with the other operators, so that (B6) can be written as,  

2
Ñ � 1�WCWH�D � WDWH�C � 2Ñ¥CD

1 I 3Ñ WNWH�N  � = 0 . 

  (B7) 
Use (B5) and the notation that follows, to replace WH by a term proportional to  (W ∙ �).  
The field equation can now be written as: 

¬ 4
Ñ � 1 ¬ 1 I Ñ

3Ñ I 1 WCWD � Ñ¥CD
1 I 3Ñ WH� (W ∙ �) = 0 

  (B8) 
Note the factor of (1 I Ñ).  We can stipulate that, b=1, if we can find a transformation 
with two properties.  First the operator in curly brackets {  } must not cause the LHS of 
(B8) to vanish.  Second, the transformation must satisfy the Lorentz gauge condition 
(B5).   One such function is: 

�l = ÞK�j, 1
2

Ñ I 1
3Ñ I 1 jH�, 1

2
Ñ I 1

3Ñ I 1 jHK, 0ß . 
  (B9)  
The metric generated by (B9) is not small everywhere.  Nevertheless, the argument 
holds in a small neighborhood, so any transformation that approaches (B9) near the 
origin should achieve the same result.   
 To verify that (B9) forces, b=1, in (B8) we operate as follows: 

(W ∙ �) =  W|(K�j) = K� 
WH�N = �IW|H�W®H�WH̄�W®H��N = Þ0, 1 I Ñ

3Ñ I 1 �, 1 I Ñ
3Ñ I 1 K, 0ß 

WC(W ∙ �) = Ü0, �, K, 0Ý 
  (B10abc) 
Equation (B10a) establishes that WH(W ∙ �) = 0.  But since W®W¯(W ∙ �) = 1, we see that 
the only factor in (B8) that can force the LHS to vanish is (bI1).  And substitution into 
(B5) establishes that the Lorentz gauge condition would be satisfied, even if b did not 
equal unity.  Therefore, (B9) represents a coordinate transformation that satisfies the 
Lorentz gauge condition, for which the field equation (B8) would stipulate that energy-
momentum stress is created in an empty universe…unless b=1.  
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Simple Field Equation, 

∂α∂αФ µ ν= I16πTµ ν   
Lorentz Gauge,  ∂µФµ ν=0  

Starting point for traditional General RelativityStarting point for traditional General RelativityStarting point for traditional General RelativityStarting point for traditional General Relativity 

ΔGH = IBCD(ΔK)C(ΔK)Q 

ø   N¿òl  = W¿ü    Nòl  – Wòü    N¿l  � ü    C¿l ü    R�C I  ü    µ�l ü    N¿
C

 

ü    NÅl  =  1
2 BlC�W¿BCN � WNBµÅ I WµBRÅ� 

Riemannian Calculus 

Conservation 

of energy-

momentum 

stress:  

∇β  Tα β  = 0  

Nonlinear Field Equation: 

2Rα µ α νIgµ νRα β α β  = 16πTµ ν  

Geodesic particle motion: 

 õ ∫ FG = 0 � KM N = IΓ    µQ
R xS µxS Q x(�, h, j) =  1

2z  �H � X(�, j) 

Non-Relativistic Particle Motion  

Field Equation 

∇2V V ∂ i∂ i  V = 4πρ 
 

Hamiltonian/Dispersion Relation 

Gravitational Red-

Shift of Light 

Deflection 

of light by 

the Sun 

Perihelion shift 

of Mercury 

Violation of Euclidean 

Geometry! 

Modify free-particle dispersion 

relation, to first order: 

xH = zH � �H � �����ÀΦ»¼½Á+…  

Since dω/dt = ∂ω/∂t =0 for a 

static field, perturb the 

metric to facilitate modeling 

of the frequency shift.  

The simplest possible 

dispersion relation emerges:  

KαK α�m2=0  

Starting point Starting point Starting point Starting point for for for for 
linearized approachlinearized approachlinearized approachlinearized approach 

b = 1 

Figure 1.  Concept map showing two approaches to General Relativity 
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(4, 2) 

(4, 0) 

Figure 2.  Circles represent atoms in inhomogeneous and anisotropic crystal lattice 
structure.  The dashed arrow is a displacement vector, and the five parallel dashed lines 
represent wavefronts of localized wavepacket.  Two sets of basis vectors are shown.  The 
magnitudes of the coordinate basis vectors, ��� and ���, are drawn as correct, provided the 
inhomogeniety is sufficiently weak, and the circles represent integral values of coordinate 
displacements (�~, �H).  A portion of a “net”, to help label coordinates, is shown in the 
lower right corner.   
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Figure 3.  A planet consists of a large but very thin ultra-dense disk that generates earthlike gravity.  
The planet is restricted lie within the plane, y = 0, using the non-Euclidean coordinates of 
linearized General Relativity.  The metric is such that inhabitants on each side would perceive their 
world to be bowl shaped if b>1.  Light follows path (a) with a downward acceleration of g.  There is 
no downward acceleration associated with straight line motion (b), even though it would exhibit a 
nonzero value of d2y/dt2. 
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